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Pedagogical Approach
Redesign intro level History 148: American History to 1877 using 
an OER history text and a project based group assignment based 
in principles of open pedagogy. 
Course (Re)Design
Redesign Goals
• Why: To enhance student engagement and critical 
thinking via digital storytelling using primary and 
secondary OER. 
• What: Three digital projects with related scaffolded 
activities spaced throughout the American History 
Survey, HIS 148.
Course Text: The American Yawp, high quality, free, online 
Project Assessment Criteria
• Individual Submission: Midterm and Final Evaluation of 
the Project and the Group Dynamic
• Group Submissions: Length & Timeliness (10%); 
Content (40%); Storytelling Strategy & Creativity (25%); 
Grammar & Spelling (25%)
Digital Exhibit Tools Successes & Challenges
Went well! Needs work…
• Thumbs up for OER!! • Group work
• Enhanced engagement in 
History
• Time
• The power of creating 
narratives
• Student confusion about 
assignment instructions
• Faculty/instructional 
design/archive/library 
collaboration
• Juggling group/project 
management, digital 
storytelling, website/story 
design, identifying and 
evaluating copyright, finding 
and organizing materials
• Technology was not a barrier for 
students
• Rubrics (assessment criteria) 
may need refinement
• In-class group work sessions • Lack of student understanding 
about how to tell a story
Next Steps
Evaluation 
Criteria
Low learning 
curve 
Supports multiple 
formats (at 
minimum: images, 
text, video, audio)
Web-based
Public and private 
options
Supports 
collaboration
New Google 
Sites for 
collaboratively 
building 
exhibit and 
publishing it 
on the web
Google 
Spreadsheet 
(for tracking 
exhibit 
materials)
Digital 
camera and 
audio 
recorder (if 
needed)
Recommended Tech
WCSU 
Student Past, 
Present, 
Future
• What’s a primary source? (What’s in your backpack?) – Group Exercise
• An introduction to the University Archives – Field Trip to Archives
• How to identify themes, weave themes into a story – Group Exercise
• What objects/images/sounds/video best tell your story? Collecting and 
Exhibiting the History of the WCSU student – Group Exercise
An American 
Story (Prep)
• Basic research (an OER Note Taking Activity) – In Class and Homework
• Intro to Tools for Digital Storytelling – Lab
• Identifying the central themes and sub-themes in overall topic (an OER 
Note Taking Activity) – In Class and Homework
• Intro to Copyright, Creative Commons, and Public Domain – In Class
• Identifying and Collecting Digital Items (images, sound, film) – Groupwork
An American 
Story (Digital 
Exhibit)
• Storyboarding History – In Cass Discussion
• Organizing Digital Collections – Groupwork
• Drafting Introduction and Label Text for Digital Exhibit – Groupwork
• Designing the Story and Building the online exhibit – Lab
“Open Educational Resources (OERs) are any 
type of educational materials that are in the public 
domain or introduced with an open license. The 
nature of these open materials means that anyone 
can legally and freely copy, use, adapt and re-share 
them.” (UNESCO definition https://bit.ly/1xL0Wup)
• Review student assignments to evaluate strengths and 
weaknesses of the course design
• Add more scaffolding opportunities related to storytelling and 
exhibit conceptualization
• Add more in-class group work. Add a session on how to work in 
groups
• Refine assignment instructions and rubrics for clarity
• More periodic feedback from instructor and peers
Renewable Assignments are authentic 
assignments that have a life after the class 
is over. Examples are building a resource 
for others to use, build upon, or learn from.
• Learn by doing
• Learn / do using and creating open 
resources (5Rs)
“Open Pedagogy is that set of teaching 
and learning practices only possible in 
the context of the free access and 4R 
(reuse, revise, remix, redistribute) 
permissions characteristic of open 
educational resources.” (Wiley, 2013). 
Image: Eight Attributes of Open Pedagogy - Hegarty 
(2015). Graphic by Morgan Oliver.
Exhibits As Storytelling Site
The exhibits as storytelling assignments, rubrics and instructor 
notes are available for use, adaptation and sharing under a 
Creative Commons license at 
https://sites.google.com/view/exhibitsasstorytelling/home
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• The American Yawp: http://www.americanyawp.com/
• What is Open Pedagogy: https://www.yearofopen.org/april-open-
perspective-what-is-open-pedagogy/
• Open Pedagogy Examples: 
https://digitalpedagogy.mla.hcommons.org/ and 
https://tinyurl.com/y8vl4ahc
• What is OER: https://bit.ly/1xL0Wup
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